Abstract. 2014 A Landau-Ginzburg Hamiltonian describing a liquid crystal in the nematic phase near the nematic-columnar phase transition is used to find the renormalized nematic elastic constants and viscosities. The elastic constants, with the exception of the bend elastic constant, are found to be enhanced by order parameter fluctuations, the enhancement being proportional to the second power of a correlation length. Only one of the viscosities is not enhanced near the transition.
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The long-range stability of the two-dimensional crystal in a three-dimensional space was demonstrated by Landau and Lifshitz [1] long before a physical realization was discovered by Chandrasekhar, Sadashiva, and Suresh [2] in a thermotropic liquid crystal system. This phase, with long-range order in two directions (a triangular lattice) and fluid properties in the third direction is known by a variety of labels (tubular, disk-like, canonic, calamitic, discotic, hexagonal), but we shall adopt Prost's [3] use of the name columnar phase. The hydrodynamics and elastic properties of columnar liquid crystals were discussed by Prost and Clark [4] . Kats [5] described the free energy and behaviour of the elastic constants near the columnar-crystalline transition and also near the nematic-columnar (N-Col) transition. As we describe our theory we will comment on some differences between our work and that of Kats [6, 7, 8] . This means that the strong X-ray scattering from order parameter fluctuations would be associated with this single ring in wave vector space.
On the contrary, Kats has mpdified the free energy of Jahnig and Brochard [9] and even in the nematic phase apparently assumes a definite orientation for the reciprocal lattice vectors in the plane perpendicular to the average director. Since no such preferred direction exists in the symmetry of the nematic phase we assume that he has implicitly imposed an external field or some sort of restricting boundary conditions. In equation (1) In equation (2), PHm may be expanded out in terms of the deviation of the director from its average value. This leads to couplings between the order parameter and director of the form given by equations (3.4) and (3.5) in CL. The vertex ri(k, q) is given by their equation (3.5) but with D II = 0 in this expression. Their formalism for the self energy of the director propagator may then be used to calculate the enhancements of the elastic constants near the N-Col transition. We find for the enhancements and Our enhancement for the splay elastic constant is proportional to the square of a correlation length whereas Kats' result is linear in a correlation length. The difference stems from the integration regions used in calculating the free energy. Kats' preferred direction for the reciprocal lattice vector po gives him a small three-dimensional spherical integration region around po, making his problem most similar to the nematic-smectic-A problem. Our expression for the free energy involves no unique direction in the plane of the triangular lattice and hence requires a toroidal integration region, similar to the nematic-smectic-C case. According to reference [7] the high degree of degeneracy in this case effectively lowers the dimensionality of the wave vector integration from three to two and leads to an additional factor of ~, as was seen in CL's results. We find similar enhancement for the twist elastic constant (as seen in Eq. (4b)). Kats states that his formulation only gives an increase in K 1.
The enhancements of the viscosities near the N-Col transition are found by techniques paralleling Hossain, Swift, Chen and Lubensky [ 11] . Again corrections to the various propagators (associated with the director and velocity) are calculated. The inverse propagators are not readily separable, but form a matrix in which the simple mode coupling fluctuation corrections can be included and from which the perturbed values of the viscosities can be found. For a sketch of the procedures involved, see the Appendix of reference [10] . Enhancements are again found [11] . In the notation of reference [10] We have found enhancements due to order parameter fluctuations for all but K33 and vs as the N-Col transition is approached in the nematic phase. The critical behaviour of elastic constants and viscosities can, be studied experimentally by measuring the speed and attenuation of sound. Such measurements would provide a test of the assumption that the N-Col transition can be treated as nearly second order and could also be a check on the accepted symmetry of the columnar phase.
